DOMÄNE WACHAU
WACHAUER PUNCH
The smoky aromas of our XA 22 Grüner Veltliner brandy blend perfectly with
the fresh, fruity fragrance of Wachau apricots. With no added sugar – refined
with the pure natural sweetness of grapes.
PUNCH
Not surprisingly, this punch starts from natural basic ingredients, including Wachau apricot
juice, spices and our XA 22 Grüner Veltliner brandy. Our exclusive punch is made according
to a time-honoured home-style recipe that calls for a variety of spices (such as star anise)
and the pure natural sweetness of grapes, instead of added sugar. No artificial aromas or
food dyes are used and no preservatives added.
GRÜNER VELTLINER WEINBRAND XA 22
Stored in oak kegs for 22 years on average, the brandy takes its time to mature to a spicy
fine spirit, rich in subtle aromas and a soft creamy fragrance, thrilling to the senses. This
premium Veltliner brandy is double distilled in copper kettles, without any sugar, other
alcohol or artificial aromas added. This is a 100% pure distillate of guaranteed Wachau
original.
WACHAUER APRICOT
The EU protected designation of origin logo and the brand name “Original Wachauer Marille”
stand as consumers’ guarantee: the apricots produced by the Wachau’s 227 apricot farmers
are both of authentic origin and meet the unique quality standards for the aroma and taste
of the Wachau apricot.
DESCRIPTION
A soft, vanilla-like fragrance is accompanied by the scent of walnut and caramel. Hints of
wood sweetness are elegantly enriched by an intense, smoothly blending spicy fruit note.
This punch is refined by the fresh, fruity aromas of the Wachau apricot and the addition of
various spices including star anise. The caressing sweetness of pure grapes lends the punch
a plump, round taste.
PREPARATION
Shake well before opening. Ready to drink; simply heat and enjoy. Do not boil.

Alcohol: 9,5 %
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